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Human genome sequencing



Original DNA is broken into a collection of fragments

The ends of each fragment (drawn in green) are sequenced

Shotgun sequencing

~100 million reads (shotgun sequences) required 
to assemble human genome!



The sequence reads are assembled together 
based on sequence similarity

Shotgun sequencing



1) Overlap detection
Because of sequencing errors
we need to make use of methods
that takes gaps and mismatches 
into account

2) Fragment layout
3) Deciding consensus

Sequence assembly



Greedy assemblers - The first assembly programs followed a simple 
but effective strategy in which the assembler greedily joins together the 
reads that are most similar to each other. An example is shown in 
figure, where the assembler joins, in order, reads 1 and 2 (overlap = 
200 bp), then reads 3 and 4 (overlap = 150 bp), then reads 2 and 3 
(overlap = 50 bp) thereby creating a single contig from the four reads 
provided in the input. One disadvantage of the simple greedy 
approach is that because local information is considered at each step, 
the assembler can be easily confused by complex repeats, leading to 
mis-assemblies.

Sequence assembly - fragment layout

Greedy assembly 
of four  reads



actual genome
architecture

misassembly

Sequence assembly would have been a lot 
easier if not for the presence of REPEATS



Using graph theory 

Sequence assembly - fragment layout



Sequence assembly - fragment layout



Sequence assembly merge sequence reads to contigs

Contigs

reads

Contig



Scaffold

Scaffolding

contig 1

reads

approx. distance

contig 2

Scaffolds - collection of ordered contigs with approximately
known  distances between them

clone

gap



Classic:

* Phrap (Phil Green)
* CAP3 (Huang)

Days of Next Generation Sequencing:

* SOAPdenovo (BGI)

* Velvet (Zerbino & Birney)

* SGA (Simpson & Durbin)

Sequence assembly software



Human genome organisation



Human 
mitochondrial 
genome

• 16,569 nt

• rRNA and tRNA genes; 
only 13 polypeptide genes

• Mitochondria evolved from 
bacteria that were engulfed 

by primitive eukaryotic 
cells 

• Maternal inheritance

• A range of genetic 
diseases



Peter F.R. Little Genome Res. 2005; 15: 1759-1766

The sequenced (gray filled) and unsequenced
(white) portions of the human genome.



Primary RNA transcript

Splice
variants

One gene  - multiple transcripts 
and proteins

Alternative : 
- splicing
- promoters
- polyA / termination sites



Examples of alternative transcription 
startsites ...

... and polyA sites



ENSEMBL:

Protein coding genes: 20,848 

ncRNA genes: 22,486

Pseudogenes: 13,430

Human genes, 
proteins and non-coding RNAs



tRNA   adaptor in translation
rRNA   component of ribosome
snRNA  essential in RNA splicing
snoRNA essential in modification of rRNA
RNaseP ribozyme processing tRNA precursors
SRP RNA component of signal recognition particle
telomerase RNA component of telomerase

miRNA/siRNA regulates translation/mRNA stability/
transcriptional gene silencing

piRNAs gene silencing of retrotransposons

"longer" RNAs, linc RNAs:
Xist-RNA X chromosome inactivation
HOTAIR antisense RNA, controls gene expression

.... and thousands of other ”long” RNA transcripts from 
mammalian genomes with unknown functions

Functions of non-coding RNAs



Human genome contains a substantial 
number of pseudogenes - non-functional 
gene variants

Non-processed pseudogene
Gene duplication has resulted in new copy of gene
Copy has mutated to become non-functional

Processed pseudogenes
Non-functional genomic copies of mRNAs. 
Often contain multiple mutations



gene duplication

DNA
Original gene

Non-processed 
  pseudogene

DNA

DNAx x x x

mutation



DNA

mRNA

DNA
reverse transcription

DNA
Original gene Processed pseudogene

x x
mutation



• Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) = microsatellites
1-13 nt, length polymorphism
3 % of the genome

Repetitive elements

• Transposons

DNA transposons 300 000 copies 3 %

LTR (Retrotransposons) 440 000 copies 9%

Lines (Retrotransposons) 870 000 copies 21%

Sines  (Retrotransposons) 1 568 000 copies 14%

Total 47%



Computational detection of repetitive DNA

Dotplot analysis



Detection of repetitive DNA

RepeatMasker
http://ftp.genome.washington.edu/RM/RepeatMasker.html
local alignment method to search database of known repeats

RepeatMasker is a program that screens DNA sequences for interspersed 
repeats known to exist in mammalian genomes as well as for low complexity 
DNA sequences. The output of the program is a detailed annotation of the 
repeats that are present in the query sequence as well as a modified version 
of the query sequence in which all the annotated repeats have been masked 
(replaced by Ns). On average, over 40% of a human genomic DNA sequence 
is masked by the program. Sequence comparisons in RepeatMasker are performed 
by the program cross_match, an efficient implementation of the 
Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithm developed by Phil Green. 

1159 13.2  3.2  0.0 HSU08988   6563  6781 (22462)  +  MER7A    DNA/MER2_type     1    226  (109)
5901 11.3  2.5  0.8 HSU08988   6782  7720 (21523)  C  TIGGER1  DNA/MER2_type    (0)  2418  1465
1617 12.7  6.3  1.8 HSU08988   7738  8021 (21222)  C  AluSx SINE/Alu (4)   298     2
3811  8.5  1.5  1.5 HSU08988   8027  8699 (20544)  C  TIGGER1  DNA/MER2_type  (943) 1475   803
2035 11.0  0.3  0.7 HSU08988   8700  9000 (20243)  C  AluSg SINE/Alu (0)   300     1
2055  9.1  4.4  0.0 HSU08988   9003  9695 (19548)  C  TIGGER1  DNA/MER2_type (1608)   810     2
691 15.2  0.0  0.0 HSU08988   9705  9816 (19427)  +  MER7A    DNA/MER2_type    223 334    (1)



Repetitive DNA in UCSC browser



Human genetic variation

* SNPs
* Small indels
* Structural variation, affecting regions >1 kb

deletions
duplications
insertions
inversions
translocations

copy-number variants (CNV)



Two studies:

- 15,585 genes in 2,440 people*:   86% of the gene variants were rare 
(allele frequency < 0.5%)

- 202 genes in 14,002 people**: more than 74% of variants were carried 
by only one or two of the individuals.

Many variants are rare –
they are SNVs rather than SNPs

* Tennessen, J. A. et al. Science http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1219240 (2012).
** Nelson, M. R. et al. Science http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1217876 (2012).
Keinan, A. & Clark, A. G. Science 336, 740–743 (2012).
Yang, J. et al. Nature Genetics 42, 565–569 (2010).



Nature, 1000 genomes project, 467, 1061–1073 (2010)

HLA locus

SNPs are more or less randomly distributed



Phenotype of SNPs

Baldness

Perception of odor

Taste

Drug response

Drug response

Disease resistance

Disease risk

Disease risk

Disease risk

Disease risk

Category of effect

may influence 
baldness

Ability to perceive 
asparagus odor in 
urine

PTC bitter taste

affects warfarin dose

Clearance of 
methotrexate

Resistance to HIV 
infection

Liver cancer

Alzheimer's disease

Parkinson's disease

Parkinson's disease

Effect

AR
(androgen receptor)

(in cluster of 
olfactory receptors)

TAS2R38

VKORC1

SLCO1B1

CCR5

EGF

apoE

GBA

EIF4G1

gene

rs6152

rs4481887

rs713598
rs10246939 

rs2359612    

rs4149056

rs333

rs4444903

rs429358 and rs7412   

rs35095275

rs112176450

SNP

SNPedia
www.snpedia.com
lists SNPs 
(~35,000) and 
their medical 
relevance



Analyze your own DNA 



Kidd et al Nature 2008

Comparing 8 individuals as to CNVs

50 % of variation is seen in 
more than one individual



Frequency of copy-number variation 
(CNV)

CNVs cover 6 - 13 % (?) of human genome
7 % (Kidd et al, Nature 2008)
5 % (Mills et al Nature 2011)

Differences between two unrelated human 
individuals:
1.2 % (Pang et al Genome Biol. 2010)
0.4% (Kidd et al , Nature 2008). 



Biological role of structural variation

* autism
* Chron’s disease 
* schizophrenia

Stefansson,H.et al. Large recurrent microdeletions 
associated with schizophrenia. Nature 455,232–236 (2008).



Exome / whole genome 
sequencing - case studies. 

Jacob Allingham 

Late infantile Neuronal Ceroid 
Lipofuscinosis (NCL) , a form of 
Batten disease, recessive 
lysosomal storage disorder caused 
by damage to the TPP1 gene, 
tripeptidyl peptidase I on chr11



Noah and Alexis Beery
Twins with Dopa-responsive dystonia (DRD), 
a movement disorder. 

Diagnosis by exome sequencing (mutation
in SPR gene encoding sepiapterin reductase) 
led to shift in medication.

Life Technologies - Baylor College of Medicine, TX



http://www.biotechniques.com/news/Clinical-sequencings-first-steps/biotechniques-312982.html?service=print

Nicholas Volker

=> Mutation in XIAP gene /(X-linked inhibitor of 
apoptosis gene). Bone marrow transplantation 
cured Nicholas

IDENTIFYING DISEASE 
VARIANTS WITH 

EXOME SEQUENCING



Rapid genetic diagnosis of
acutely ill newborns.
Stephen Kingsmore at Children's 
Mercy Hospital, Kansas City, Missouri. 

Sequencing of 5 newborns with 
suspected genetic disease. Novel 
disease mutations were identified in 

GJB2
BRAT1
BCL9L



Gene prediction  

How are genes and their exon-intron
structures identified ?

- Matches to known mRNA/EST/protein sequences

- Ab initio methods, recognition of statistical signals in 
genomic DNA consistent with gene (genscan).



Genome
sequence

Experimentally derived mRNA sequence

E1 E2 E3 E4

How are genes and their exon-intron
structures identified ?

- Matches to known mRNA/EST/protein sequences



How are genes and their exon-intron 
structures identified ?

- Matches to known mRNA/EST/protein sequences

Genome
sequence

Experimentally derived mRNA sequence

GGGAGCTACTATCTAGCGGGGATCTATCTAGCGAGCGAGTCATCTTAGCG

||.|||||..||||.|||||.||||||||  |||||||||||||||.|||

GGAAGCTATCATCTGGCGGGAATCTATCT--CGAGCGAGTCATCTTGGCG

E1 E2 E3 E4



Ab initio methods 
- do not make use of sequence 
similarity; instead recognize 
statistical properties of genes



Promoter regions in eukaryotic DNA

TATA box



EMBOSS
CpGPlot

predicts 
CpG
islands



Comparison of a large number of exon-intron
border regions reveals a number of conserved
nucleotide positions



Many conserved seqence elements are recognized 
by snRNAs by base-pairing.  snRNAs are part of 
the spliceosome, a complex enzyme responsible 
for splicing



Eukaryotic genes contain sequence elements
involved in a mechanism for polyadenylation

of mRNA



One of the most widely used ab initio gene 
prediction programs is Genscan
(C. Burge)

Biological input to Genscan - I

* TATA promoter, transcription start site (weight matrices)

* Translation start site, stop site (weight matrices)

* Splice signals (weight matrices)
Also takes into account specific relationships in
splice sites, such as poor pairing in one position 
could be compensated by strong pairing at another 
position. 

* PolyA signals (weight matrices)



One of the most widely used ab initio gene 
prediction programs is Genscan

Biological input to Genscan - II

* Hexamer composition to model coding versus non-coding sequence

* Makes use of typical exon and intron lengths
exons typically 50-300 nt
introns > 70 nt

* Takes into account the effect that G+C -rich 
regions of the human genome have higher gene density and
shorter introns



Compositional bias of coding regions-
Hexamer frequency method

First analyze two sets of sequences, one with coding sequences and one with 
non-coding sequences. For each make a frequency table to show frequencies of
all the six-letter words

F(coding) F(non-coding)

AAAAAA   0.002              AAAAAA   0.020
AAAAAT   0.010              AAAAAT   0.001
AAAAAC   0.003              AAAAAC   0.003
AAAAAG   0.005              AAAAAG   0.001
AAAATA   0.001              AAAATA   0.001
etc.                                                            etc.

(there are 4096 different words)



Compositional bias of coding regions -
Hexamer frequency method

Then use these tables with a sequence to be analyzed:

pos 123456789
AAAAAATCA...

d(i)  =  F(coding) / (F(coding) + F(non-coding) )

First word : 
d(1) = 0.002/(0.020+0.002) = 0.091

Second word :
pos 123456789

AAAAAATCA...

d(2) = 0.010/(0.010+0.001) = 0.91

etc.



One of the most widely used ab initio gene 
prediction programs is Genscan

Biological input to Genscan - II

* Hexamer composition to model coding versus non-coding sequence

* Makes use of typical exon and intron lengths
exons typically 50-300 nt
introns > 70 nt

* Takes into account the effect that G+C - rich 
regions of the human genome have higher gene density and
shorter introns



Human genome 
GC - rich regions have :

* shorter introns

* higher gene
density and shorter
intergenic regions



High GC-content 

Low GC-content 



UCSC browser with GenScan track



1.03 PlyA - 264    259    6                               1.05
1.02 Term - 1349   1246  104  0  2   56   41   165 0.687   6.06
1.01 Init - 2521   2458   64  1  1   82   53    52 0.432   2.46
1.00 Prom - 9083   9044   40                              -3.05

2.00 Prom +  10576  10615   40                              -5.65
2.01 Init +  11560  11649   90  0  0   84   67    71 0.583   3.28
2.02 Intr +  14780  14886  107  1  2   85  111    97 0.998   9.79
2.03 Intr +  16603  16786  184  1  1   71   56   144 0.982   8.37
2.04 Intr +  27892  27957   66  0  0   65   95    59 0.630   2.48
2.05 Intr +  31618  31635   18  0  0  130  100     6 0.579   1.89
2.06 Intr +  34938  35020   83  2  2   59   95    62 0.715   1.52
2.07 Intr +  38212  38249   38  1  2   83   95    53 0.458   2.49
2.08 Intr +  40034  40110   77  0  2   62  101    68 0.885   3.82
2.09 Term +  46648  46710   63  0  0   61   41    75 0.254  -2.99
2.10 PlyA +  50289  50294    6                               1.05

3.03 PlyA - 51188  51183    6                               1.05
3.02 Term - 53566  53467  100  0  1   96   37    91 0.855   1.42
3.01 Init - 54282  54221   62  0  2   83   80    29 0.731   2.37

Gn.Ex Type S .Begin ...End .Len Fr Ph I/Ac Do/T CodRg P.... Tscr..
----- ---- - ------ ------ ---- -- -- ---- ---- ----- ----- ------

>gi|GENSCAN_predicted_peptide_2|241_aa
MTRGMSWSTYLKMFATSLLAMCTGAEVVPQISDDEPGYDLDLFCIPNHYAEDLERVFIPH
GLIMDRTERLARDVMKEMGGHHIVALCVLKGGYKFFADLLDYIKALNRNSDRSIPMTVDF
IRLKSYCNDQSTGDIKVIGGDDLSTLTGKNVLIVEDIIDTGKTMQTLLSLVRQYNPKMVK
VASNSDVIGQAVARVVVGFEIPDKFVVGYALDYNEYFRDLNMRKLNPREHKKLVQSDISD
A

Genscan output



Genscan

• with sequence of known exon/intron
structure

• with less well characterized structure

PRACTICAL SESSION

Finding repeats with RepeatMasker



BLAST for examining exon/intron
structure  

Blast = blastx
Query = genomic DNA sequence
Database = protein databases

Ideally each exon is reported as a 
separate HSP (alignment) in the BLAST 
output. 

PRACTICAL SESSION



PRACTICAL SESSION
BLAST alignments



Genewise ( = Wise2) 

Alignment of protein to genomic DNA 
sequence 

or
Alignment of profile HMM (Pfam model)
to genomic DNA.

PRACTICAL SESSION



test               9 ISDDEPGYDLDLFCIPNHYAEDLERVFIPHGLIMD        

ISDDEPGYDLDLFCIPNHYAEDLERVFIPHGLIMD        

ISDDEPGYDLDLFCIPNHYAEDLERVFIPHGLIMD        

HUMHPRTB       14780 aagggcgtgcgtttacactgggtgagtaccgcaag        

tgaaacgaatattgtcaaacaatagtttcagttta        

ttttaattcttatcatttttgtgaggttttaatgc        

test              44                           TERLARDVMKEMGGHHIVALCVL 

TERLARDVMKEMGGHHIVALCVL 

R:R[agg]       TERLARDVMKEMGGHHIVALCVL 

HUMHPRTB       14885 AGGTAAGTA  Intron 1   TAGGagccgcggaagaggccaggctgc 

<2-----[14887:16602]-2> cagtcgattaatggaattctgtt 

tatttatgggggactctacctgc

PRACTICAL SESSION
Genewise output



PRACTICAL SESSION
Spidey



ENSEMBL GENOME ANNOTATION

Ensembl Genebuild   (four months to complete)

- Masking of repeats, ab initio gene predictions

- species-specific proteins are aligned to the genome 
and Genewise is used to build a transcript structure 
for the protein on the genome

- proteins from closely related species are used to build 
transcript structure in regions were a transcript 
structure from previous step is absent

- species-specific cDNA and EST sequences are matched
to the genome.



ENSEMBL GENOME ANNOTATION

Ensembl Genebuild   (four months to complete)

- Annotation: protein domain annotation, ncRNA annotation, 
pseudogene prediction and cross-referencing to 
external databases. 

Protein domain annotation with InterProScan with 
annotation from :

SUPERFAMILY
SMART
PROSITE
PFAM



GENE ONTOLOGY

CPLX1
CRIPAK
DHX15
SDHA
SMA4
SHROOM1
PCDHB10
KIAA1849,RADIL
MUC3B
SPDYE2,SPDYE6
TCRBV6S2A1N1T
PRSS2,PRSS3
FLJ10661
RP1L1
PCMTD1
TG
EPPK1
PRSS3
AK311167
FA9

Let us assume that these genes are 
over-expressed under some 
condition.

What functions of these genes? 

Biological pathways?

Is some function over-represented?

Is a specific function found at all?



GENE ONTOLOGY

CPLX1
CRIPAK
DHX15
SDHA
SMA4
SHROOM1
PCDHB10
KIAA1849,RADIL
MUC3B
SPDYE2,SPDYE6
TCRBV6S2A1N1T
PRSS2,PRSS3
FLJ10661
RP1L1
PCMTD1
TG
EPPK1
PRSS3
AK311167,CR626459
FA9

- Gene Ontology (GO) Annotations with 
Structured Vocabulary

Molecular Function:

GO:0003803 coagulation factor IXa activity

GO:0003824 catalytic activity

GO:0004252 serine-type endopeptidase 
activity

GO:0005509 calcium ion binding

GO:0008233 peptidase activity

GO:0016787 hydrolase activity

Biological Process:

GO:0006508 proteolysis

GO:0007596 blood coagulation

Cellular Component:

GO:0005576 extracellular region



.... attempts to address the problem that 
a protein, gene or biological process is not named 
in a consistent manner in the various information 
resources available. 

GENE ONTOLOGY 

- a controlled vocabulary



quoted from www.geneontology.org:

“Biologists currently waste a lot of time and effort in searching
for all of the available information about each small area of 
research. This is hampered further by the wide variations in 
terminology that may be common usage at any given time, 
and that inhibit effective searching by computers as well as 
people. For example, if you were searching for new targets for 
antibiotics, you might want to find all the gene products that 
are involved in bacterial protein synthesis, and that have 
significantly different sequences or structures from those in 
humans. But if one database describes these molecules as 
being involved in 'translation', whereas another uses the 
phrase 'protein synthesis', it will be difficult for you - and even 
harder for a computer - to find functionally equivalent terms. “



Gene ontology* consortium**

Major principles

•Molecular function

•Biological process

•Cellular component

* “The subject of ontology is the study of the categories of things that 
exist or may exist in some domain”

**“The goal of the Gene OntologyTM Consortium is to produce a dynamic controlled 
vocabulary that can be applied to all organisms even as knowledge of gene and protein 
roles in cells is accumulating and changing.”



Gene ontology structure



Gene ontology terms are assigned to genes, 
nucleotide sequences, protein sequences, Pfam families, 
InterPro entries etc. 

* Manual annotation – experimental evidence
* Computational annotation – inference of 

gene ontology based on sequence
similarity



Data of GO association file 

UniProtKB       
A0AVT1  
UBA6            
GO:0005524      
GO_REF:0000037  
IEA     (evidence code = “Inferred from Electronic Annotation”)
UniProtKB-KW:KW-0067    
F       
Ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme 6     
UBA6_HUMAN|UBA6|MOP4|UBE1L2     
protein taxon:9606      
20130302        
UniProtKB 



Practical : Cytoscape & BINGO


